
The world’s most immersive fitness & wellness environments

BESPOKE



Works with the world’s most popular apps



One Incredible Environment

Immersive Gym makes exercise more engaging and enjoyable, to help you live longer, 
healthier and happier lives. 

Through the incredible, wrap-around environment which Immersive Gym provides, we 
experience the world as we are meant to see it.

Our content dynamically responds to users as they train on devices such as rowing 
machines, cycle trainers and treadmills, letting you move naturally through the world as 
you would outside, driving you to work harder and push further.

Endless Possibilities  

Alongside wrap-aroud content, Immersive Gym allows users to enjoy any of their fitness 
apps such as Zwift, Peloton, Les Mills any other fitness app, in their most optimised 
format. Connect your Apple TV, add video calling or even an ultra-wide gaming plugin. 

Immersive Gym can even create content bespoke to you, providing a unique and highly 
personalised experience which can take you anywhere in the world.



The best way to workout,  and play

Nearly every content provider is supported, such as Peloton, Apple Fitness and Zwift

Virtual environments allow you to train and race at the cutting edge of fitness technology. When you’ve finished training, watch a film, TV, or game in an ultra-wide simulator

A fresh, stimulating and motivating experience is key to the ultimate fitness environment.  At Immersive Gym your continued and ongoing passion for your 
fitness is our obsession. We continually innovate and create to make sure your experience remains the best indoor fitness experience anywhere.

Incredible wrap-around environments will take you anywhere.



Crafted for Individuals
No one person is like another.  Finding and continually improving the experience is what keeps us engaged as humans.  

Immersive Gym creates the perfect experience for each individual user within the household. 

Our bespoke fitness environments are perfectly tailored to your home, be that an existing household or brand new build.

We collaborate with your team of designers, architects, engineers, personal trainers and equipment suppliers.



Specifications

Included as Standard

Space Requirements SupportPre-Installed

An easy-to-use interface, with all the options you need 
to access your content quickly.

* projectors must be hung at top of image

A wide selection of immersive environments for 
meditation, cycling, rowing and running.

A choice of projectors or LED screens, speakers, positional 
cameras, and a state-of-the-art server to power the experience

Width

 Minimum 4.5 metres
 Maximum 11 metres

Depth

 Minimum 4.5 metres
 Maximum 11 metres

Ceiling Height

 Minimum 2.7 metres
 Maximum: none*

Display Height

 Minimum 2.4 metres
 Maximum 4 metres

Software and Content
 
 24/7/365 support available

Hardware
 
 By arrangement with AV installer

Connectivity
 
 High-speed wired internet
 Routing for remote server
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